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Genital skin disease is arguably the most varied group of dermatoses. The
patients may be any age or gender; the underlying disease processes are
incredibly variable; and many specialists are involved in managing these
conditions, ranging from dermatologists to urologists. Furthermore, the
patient’s individual thoughts may have a massive influence over whom they
may consider as the most appropriate physician, especially as the NHS
becomes increasingly centred on patient choice.

The Physician:
Usually, the first port of call is the GP. However, due to the sensitive nature of
genital dermatoses, walk-in GUM clinics offer a quick and confidential
alternative, with referral to other specialists if necessary. There are many
parallels between dermatologists and GUM physicians considering that both
specialties can lead to a special interest/subspecialty in genital skin disease.
Dermatologists may already be burdened with ~2,000 cutaneous diseases2,
so it is reasonable that they share this with other specialists. Additionally, the
role of specialist nurses should be evaluated, as up to 54% of patients were
happy to see either a doctor or nurse for their sexual health problem.4

The Disease:
We could also consider the diseases based on where they affect. In the case
of vulval conditions, gynaecologists are the key players. Perhaps they can

offer a more streamlined management endpoint, without interdisciplinary
referral. An alternative could be to categorise conditions based on genders,
i.e. females see gynaecologists and males see urologists. Whilst there may
be skin conditions that are universal to both sexes, the physician that deals
exclusively with that portion of the body every day may be best equipped.

The Setting:
The teenager may approach a GUM clinic differently to a married
octogenarian. There may be a certain stigma7 attached to attending these
clinics, acting as a barrier to seeking treatment. Furthermore, GUM clinics are
already overstretched8, so increasing their footfall could be damaging to all
aspects of patient care.

Interdisciplinary clinics are used across Europe for many different problems.
The idea of an interdisciplinary vulval clinic is well supported, with 71% of
interviewed physicians believing that it is a necessity.11 Currently, about 42%
of UK sexual health clinics have dedicated genital dermatoses clinics, which
are manned by GUM physicians, dermatologists, gynaecologists and
urologists.6

The value of “One Stop Shops” (OSSs), whereby patients are referred “under
one roof” has been evaluated in the scenario of sexual health services 12.
Benefits for the patient include convenience and more holistic care.12 They
would likely be more cost effective12 and it is thought that integrated care

would improve staff motivation, flexibility and work opportunities, particularly
for nurses.

The Patient:
With the introduction of NHS e-Referral Service in 2015, patient choice is very
much at the forefront of care. As it stands, patients broadly have the choice of
GP or GUM clinic, with subsequent referral to other specialists. The extent to
how far this choice should extend is up for discussion. Should a lady with
lichen sclerosus have the option of deciding between a gynaecologist or a
dermatologist, when both are capable of managing her? Whilst patient
autonomy is a fundamental principle in medical practice, when should we
draw the line? There are many things to consider in order to keep the patient
at the heart of the issue.

Conclusion:
There is not a simple answer to the question “Who should look after genital
skin diseases in the 21st century”. There are many genital dermatoses, and
many different specialists. Each physician brings to the table valuable skills
and knowledge, so if it were possible to unify this wisdom on common ground,
then it could offer a comprehensive and effective genital dermatoses service.
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